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Abstract

(Swan and Allan, 2000; Shahaf and Guestrin,
2010; Matthews et al., 2010; Mazeika et al., 2011;
Do et al., 2012). TimeLines differ from other
narrative structures like (Chambers and Jurafsky,
2008; Chambers and Jurafsky, 2009) in that the
time-anchors of the events are required for Timelines construction. Although TimeLine systems
present the sequence of events chronologically,
linear-structured TimeLines usually focus on a
single entity losing comprehensive information of
relevant interactions with other participants. Thus,
some other systems try to construct maps of connections that explicitly captures story development
(Shahaf et al., 2013) or complex storylines (Hu et
al., 2014).
Following this research line, we propose a
cross-document StoryLine task based on the
shared data provided by the workshop organizers.
The approach extends the TimeLines evaluation
task carried out in SemEval 20151 (Minard et al.,
2015). The aim of the TimeLine task is to order on
a TimeLine the events in which a target entity is
involved (cf. Section 2). In contrast, our approach
explores the inner interactions of these TimeLines.
As a result, we define a StoryLine as a group of
interacting TimeLines. For instance, given Apple
Inc. as the news topic, Figure 2 presents a StoryLine built from Steve Jobs and iPhone 4 TimeLines. It shows how an interaction of two TimeLines is highlighted when events are relevant to
both TimeLines. In this way, a StoryLine groups
together the events corresponding to multiple but
interacting TimeLines. In the same way, if two additional entities interact with each other and they
do not interact with Steve Jobs and iPhone 4 TimeLines, two separate StoryLines would be derived
from the Apple Inc. topic, each one corresponding
to the set of interacting entity TimeLines.
The contributions of this research are manifold.

We formulate a proposal that covers a
new definition of StoryLines based on the
shared data provided by the NewsStory
workshop. We re-use the SemEval 2015
Task 4: Timelines dataset to provide a
gold-standard dataset and an evaluation
measure for evaluating StoryLines extraction systems. We also present a system to
explore the feasibility of capturing StoryLines automatically. Finally, based on our
initial findings, we also discuss some simple changes that will improve the existing
annotations to complete our initial StoryLine task proposal.

1

Introduction

The process of extracting useful information from
large textual collections has become one of the
most pressing problems in our current society. The
problem spans all sectors, from scientists to intelligence analysts and web users. All of them
are constantly struggling for synthesizing the relevant information from a particular topic. For instance, behind this overwhelmingly large collection of documents, it is often easy to miss the important details when trying to make sense of complex stories. To solve this problem various types
of document processing systems have been recently proposed. For example, generic and queryfocused multi-document summarization systems
aim to choose from the documents a subset of
sentences that collectively conveys a query-related
idea (Barzilay et al., 1999). News topic detection and tracking systems usually aim at grouping
news articles into a cluster to present the events
related to a certain topic (Allan, 2002). Timelines generation systems create summaries of relevant events in a topic by leveraging temporal information attached or appearing in the documents
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Figure 1: Example of the Steve Jobs TimeLine.
are excluded from the TimeLine.2 For example,
the events introducing, hinting and saying from
sentence 5 in document 16844 are part of the
TimeLine for the entity Steve Jobs but the events
started and Stop are not. Steve Jobs participates as
ARG0 or ARG1 in all the events, but started is a
grammatical event and Stop is an uncertain event.
Thus, according to the SemEval annotation guidelines, they are excluded from the TimeLine. In addition, each event is placed on a position according to the time-anchor and the coreferring events
are placed in the same line (see introducing and
introduced events in documents 16844 and 17174
respectively).
The main track of the task (Track A) consists
of building TimeLines providing only the raw text
sources. The organisers also defined Track B
where gold event mentions were given. For both
tracks, a sub-track in which the events are not
associated to a time anchor was also presented.
The StoryLines proposal here presented follows
the main track approach.

First, we devise a proposal that covers a new definition of StoryLines based on the existing proposal
for TimeLines. We provide gold-standard StoryLines and we re-use the evaluation metric proposed in SemEval-2015 to evaluate StoryLines.
We also present a very basic system that tries to
capture the StoryLines that appear in the original
documents of the TimeLines task. Finally, based
on our initial findings, we discuss some initial improvements that can be addressed in the existing
annotations and evaluation system to complete our
initial StoryLine task proposal.

2

TimeLines

The aim of the Cross-Document Event Ordering
task is to build TimeLines from English news articles (Minard et al., 2015). Given a set of documents and a set of target entities, the TimeLines
task consisted of building a TimeLine for each entity, by detecting the events in which the entity is
involved and anchoring these events to normalized
times. Thus, a TimeLine is a collection of ordered
events in time relevant for a particular entity.
Figure 1 shows the TimeLine extracted for the
target entity Steve Jobs using information from 3
different documents. The events in bold form the
TimeLine that can be placed on a TimeLine according to the task annotation guidelines (Minard
et al., 2014). TimeLines contain relevant events
in which the target entity participates as ARG0
(i.e agent) or ARG1 (i.e. patient) as defined in
Prop-Bank (Palmer et al., 2005). Events such as
adjectival events, cognitive events, counter-factual
events, uncertain events and grammatical events

3 A Proposal for StoryLines
In this section we present a first proposal for a
novel evaluation task for StoryLines. We propose
that a StoryLine can be built by merging the individual TimeLines of two or more different entities, provided that they are co-participants of at
least one relevant event.
In general, given a set of related documents, any
entity appearing in the corpus is a candidate to take
2

A complete description of the annotation guidelines
can be found at http://www.newsreader-project.
eu/files/2014/12/NWR-2014-111.pdf
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Figure 2: Example of a StoryLine merging the TimeLines of the entities Steve Jobs and Iphone 4.
3.1

part in a StoryLine. Thus, a TimeLine for every
entity should be extracted following the requirements described by SemEval-2015. Then, those
TimeLines that share at least one relevant event
must be merged. Those entities that do not coparticipate in any event with other entities are not
considered participants of any StoryLine.
The expected StoryLines should include both
the events where the entities interact and the events
where the entities selected for the StoryLines participate individually. The events must be ordered
and anchored in time in the same way as individual TimeLines, but it is also mandatory to include
the entities that take part in each event.
Figure 2 presents graphically the task idea. In
the example, two TimeLines are extracted using 5 sentences from 3 different documents, one
for the entity Steve Jobs and another one for the
entity Iphone 4. As these two entities are coparticipants of the events introducing and introduced, the TimeLines are merged in a single StoryLine. As a result, the StoryLine contains the
events of both entities. The events are represented
by the ID of the file, the ID of the sentence, the extent of the event mention and the participants (i.e.
entities) of the event.

Dataset

As a proof-of-concept, we start from the dataset
provided in SemEval-2015. It is composed of 120
Wikinews articles grouped in four different corpora about Apple Inc.; Airbus and Boeing; General Motors, Chrysler and Ford; and Stock Market.
The Apple Inc. set of 30 documents serve as trial
data and the remaining 90 documents as the test
set.
We have considered each corpus a topic to extract StoryLines. Thus, for each corpus, we have
merged the interacting individual TimeLines to
create a gold standard for StoryLines. As a result of this process, from a total of 43 TimeLines
we have obtained 7 gold-standard StoryLines. Table 1 shows the distribution of the StoryLines and
some additional figures about them. Airbus, GM
and Stock corpora are similar in terms of size but
the number of gold StoryLines go from 1 to 3.
We also obtain 1 StoryLine in the Apple Inc. corpus, but in this case the number of TimeLines is
lower. The number of events per StoryLine is quite
high in every corpus, but the number of interacting events is very low. Finally, 26 out of 43 target
entities in SemEval-2015 belong to a gold Story52

timelines from SemEval
storylines
events
events / storyline
interacting-events
interacting-events / storyline
entities
entities / storyline

Apple Inc.
6
1
129
129
5
5
4
4

Airbus
13
2
135
67.5
12
6
9
4.5

GM
11
1
97
97
2
2
4
4

Stock
13
3
188
62.7
11
3.7
9
3

Total
43
7
549
78.4
30
4.3
26
3.7

Table 1: Figures of the StoryLine gold dataset.
more than one StoryLine. This could happen when
a system is not able to detect all the entities interacting in events but only some of them. We consider necessary to offer a metric which takes into
account this type of outputs and also scores partial
StoryLines. Obviously, a deeper study of the StoryLines casuistry will lead to a more complete and
detailed evaluation metric.

Line. Note that in real StoryLines all interacting
entities should be annotated whereas now we only
use those already selected by the TimeLines task.
3.2

Evaluation

The evaluation methodology proposed in
SemEval-2015 is based on the evaluation
metric used for TempEval-3 (UzZaman et al.,
2013) which captures the temporal awareness of
an annotation (UzZaman and Allen, 2011). For
that, they first transform the TimeLines into a set
of temporal relations. More specifically, each time
anchor is represented as a TIMEX3 so that each
event is related to the corresponding TIMEX3
by means of the SIMULTANEOUS relation.
In addition, SIMULTANEOUS and BEFORE
relation types are used to connect the events. As
a result, the TimeLine is represented as a graph
and evaluated in terms of recall, precision and
F1-score.
As a first approach, the same graph representation can be used to characterize the StoryLines.
Thus, for this trial we reuse the same evaluation metric as the one proposed in SemEval-2015.
However, we already foresee some issues that
need to be addressed for a proper StoryLines evaluation. For example, when evaluating TimeLines,
given a set of target entities, the gold standard and
the output of the systems are compared based on
the F1 micro average scores. In contrast, when
evaluating StoryLines, any entity appearing in the
corpus is a candidate to take part in a StoryLine,
and several StoryLines can be built given a set
of related documents. Thus, we cannot compute
the micro-average of the individual F1-scores of
each StoryLine because the number of StoryLines
is not set in advance. In addition, we also consider necessary to capture the cases in which having one gold standard StoryLine a system obtains

3.3

Example of a system-run

In order to show that the dataset and evaluation
strategy proposed are ready to be used on StoryLines, we follow the strategy described to build
the gold annotations to implement an automatic
system. This way, we create a simple system
which merges automatically extracted TimeLines.
To build the TimeLines, we use the system which
currently obtains the best results in Track A (Laparra et al., 2015). The system follows a three step
process to detect events, time-anchors and to sort
the events according to their time-anchors. It captures explicit and implicit time-anchors and as a
result, it obtains 14.31 F1-score.
Thus, for each target entity, we first obtain the
corresponding Timeline. Then, we check which
TimeLines share the same events. In other words,
which entities are co-participants of the same
event and we build StoryLines from the TimeLines
sharing events. This implies that more than two
TimeLines can be merged into one single StoryLine.
The system builds 2 StoryLines in the Airbus
corpus. One StoryLine is derived from the merging of the TimeLines of 2 target entities and the
other one from the merging of 4 TimeLines. In
the case of the GM corpus, the system extracts 1
StoryLine where 2 target entities participate. For
the Stock corpus, one StoryLine is built merging 3
TimeLines. In contrast, in the Apple corpus, the
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by the TimeLine pilot SemEval-2015 task. The
gold StoryLines datasets are publicly available.3
Based on our initial findings, we foresee two
major issues that need to be addressed. First, given
a set of documents, the gold standard StoryLines
require to annotate all the named entities participating in the StoryLine. That is, annotating the
relevant events and entities interacting in the documents. Second, our proposal still needs to devise a more complete evaluation metric for properly evaluating StoryLines.

system does not obtain any StoryLine. We evaluated our StoryLine extractor system in the cases
where it builts StoryLines. The evaluation results
are presented in Table 2.
Corpus
Airbus
GM
Stock

Precision
6.92
0.00
0.00

Recall
14.29
0.00
0.00

Micro-F
4.56
0.00
0.00

Table 2: Results of the StoryLine extraction process.
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